
 

AGENDA ITEM EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

Title: Recommendation to Award Purchase Order to James 

McHugh Construction for Conduit and Foundation 

Work on Local Distribution Center 2 at Red Gate Road 

Bridge Site 
Presenter: Tom Bruhl  

 
Please check appropriate box: 

   Government Operations    X   Government Services 03.25.13 

 Planning & Development    City Council 

 Public Hearing   

 

Estimated Cost:  $ 338,843 Budgeted:      YES X NO  

If NO, please explain how item will be funded: 

 

Executive Summary: 

 

Public Works Engineering and Electric Utility personnel worked with Benesch, consultant engineer for the Red 

Gate Bridge project, to develop a site and civil plan for the former Little Woods School site that minimizes cuts 

and fills of earth and allows for proper drainage on a site that has significant grade change.  The plan also leaves 

the site in a condition for it to be used for other purposes in the future.  City staff took the plans to McHugh for a 

quote. For the items that were common to the Red Gate Bridge job, McHugh held their prices from the IDOT bid 

pricing.  For the unique electric items, McHugh went out to five electrical contractors.  City staff reviewed the 

electrical contractor pricing and found all of the prices to be reasonable for the low quoted vendor, Archon.  

Having McHugh do the site and civil work, using low bid IDOT pricing, while they have machines on site and 

incur none of the mobilization or de-mobilization costs will be the lowest cost to the City. Archon is our current 

contractor for directional boring and miscellaneous underground construction, and it makes sense that they are 

the low quote provider.   The combination of these two vendors, McHugh with Archon as a subcontractor, is 

logically the lowest cost to the City. McHugh also provided an item cost for providing soil testing, which reduces 

the needs for Benesch to provide resident engineer services.  McHugh has been a good and fair contractor to 

work with. 

 

Attachments: (please list) 

 

McHugh Agreement, McHugh Electrical Pricing Quote Sheet, Bid Waiver 

 

Recommendation / Suggested Action (briefly explain):  

Recommendation to award purchase order to James McHugh Construction for $338,843 for the conduit and 

foundation installations for Local Distribution Center 2 at Red Gate Bridge. 

 

For office use only: 

 

Agenda Item Number: 4.d 
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